	
  

	
  

London, October 2015
RPC Selects DW Reporting’s Assign Service to underpin their enterprise reporting
requirements.
DWR’s Assign Managed Reporting Service to assist RPC with their day-to-day reporting and BI
needs.
	
  
Within the first month of launching the Assign Managed Reporting Service, DW Reporting are pleased
to announce that law firm RPC has signed up to use Assign to underpin their strategic and tactical
level business reporting requirements.
“DW Reporting’s Assign Service is exactly suited to our daily reporting needs,” states David Gilmour,
Business & Program Architect, RPC. “The information requirements of the firm are very irregular in
nature making it difficult to justify a dedicated internal team. Using DW Reporting’s Assign Managed
Reporting service, we are able to meet the law firm’s reporting needs efficiently, effectively and on a
flexible basis. This is crucial in a firm which is constantly evolving.”
“Assign’s unique approach to legal reporting means that clients are able to access skilled legal BI and
reporting resource when required, optimising costs and efficiencies.” said Jon Roscow, Commercial
Director, DW Reporting. “Each law firm’s reporting needs are different and with Assign we are able to
provide a tailored approach suited to every firm, with the knowledge that their requirements are
underpinned by a highly skilled team.”
David adds - “Assign provides RPC with an enterprise managed reporting solution that includes full
analysis of requirements, development, testing, delivery and team communication. This enables us to
provide a smarter service for today whilst retaining the ability to understand, and plan for, our
management information needs in the longer term.”
“In just one month we have seen significant interest in the Assign Managed Reporting service from
law firms of all sizes,” states Jon Roscow. “Management information is essential to the success of
today’s law firm and with Assign firms can provide their teams with this information effectively and
without the burden of traditional approaches.”
For more information on the ASSIGN service please email DW Reporting at info@dwreporting.com.

About DW Reporting
Founded by Dan Wales and Lawrence Watkins and established as a full time consulting firm in 2013,
DW Reporting is an independent finance systems and reporting consultancy. DW Reporting
specialises in practice management software, data management, reporting and business intelligence
solutions within the professional services industry. To learn more, visit www.dwreporting.com
About RPC

RPC is a full-service commercial law firm comprising 81 all equity partners, over 250 other
lawyers and more than 600 people in total. Headquartered in a state of the art site at Tower
Bridge in the City of London, RPC also has offices in Hong Kong, Singapore and Bristol.

	
  

